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How has COVID-19 impacted our supply chains?

ELEMENTOS

At the beginning of 2020, no one was confidently predicting what turmoil was coming for global supply chains.  COVID-19 has been 
compared to the great depression of the late 1920s or to a natural disaster which wipes years of progress away suddenly. Leadership 
is beginning to realize that the world we had known may not come back soon, it may have changed permanently.  The commonly 
used phrase to describe this is the “new normal”.  Coronavirus unleashed a Pandora’s Box of forces, some currently known and others 
still unforeseen, leaving supply chains attempting to define and grasp for the “new normal” in consumerism and business.  What com-
panies do understand is that a significant change has started, and that if they wish to survive, they need to begin adapting.
There are four key changes or effects emerging within the Consumer Goods industry discussed below: 

1. Consumer habits are changing, leading to volume-shifts across sales channels

As everyone knows, the need to slow down and/or stop the COVID-19 spread led to national, regional, or 

city-wide lock-down requirements and stay at home orders with the intent to maximize social distancing. As a 

result of this, consumer behavior has changed significantly in a way which cannot be overstated. Consumers are 

shifting where, what-for, and when they shop to an unprecedented scale. Due to these fundamental consumer 

behavior changes, new demand patterns have emerged. Consumers are purchasing and potentially stockpiling 

products with longer shelf-life (canned foods, for example). There was an initial run on cleaning supplies and 

toilet paper, creating a temporary massive stock-outage, but over a longer period the consumption remains 

constant. The famous bullwhip effect is appearing sooner or later in many cases, leading to weak sales period of 

time. Furthermore, while some of these product categories have experienced increased demand from the crisis, 

there are plenty of examples of product categories which have seen significant drops in demand – like travel 

equipment and electronic luxuries. The location of consumption is also changing; with businesses being tempo-

rarily closed, consumers are purchasing their food and alcohol at retail stores and consuming at home rather 

than at bars and restaurants. General consumer consumption is also shifting locations with businesses being 

closed. These changes have meant huge shifts in channel volumes and big implications for supply chains.

Additionally, due to these changes, demand is dynamic, evolving weekly, and will continue to be significantly 

affected by confinement requirements and any subsequent economic fallouts.  Soon it is expected for demand 

patterns to begin behaving closer to the last recession with less outside-of-home spending, reduced purchases 

of non-essentials, promotion-seeking behavior, private label increased preference, more frequent shopping for 

lower amounts, and a rise of discount retailers.

2. E-commerce operations must scale their volume upwards to meet surging demand

In the previous section we briefly introduced the global confinement and the shift in demand channels, but it’s 

important to discuss further the effects on e-commerce specifically.  This confinement period has increased the 

importance of selling to consumers directly in their homes.  If businesses did not appreciate the significance of 

e-commerce previously, the confinement has awoken them to this reality, or it has confirmed the strategic 

direction of companies already e-commerce capable.  From a consumer’s perspective, they’ve discovered or 

re-confirmed how very convenient it is to have products delivered to their doorstep while confined, and this 

convenience will not be soon forgotten.  There is strong scientific evidence that people need roughly two 

months to change and engrain new habits, and the global confinement has lasted a sufficiently long time to 

engrain that change.  There will be a rise in employees working from home, further supporting e-commerce and 

demand for home delivery.  E-commerce is here to stay.

Most Consumer Goods companies were not prepared to deal with this evolution but have now realized that 

building this personal relationship with customers is a requirement to stay in business and to deal with the new 

normal.  Effectively handling this fundamental supply chain change requires major operating preparations to 

ensure e-commerce capability is sustainable to meet eager at-home consumers.  The first look at this evolution 

appears that many large retailers have the infrastructure to support at-home deliveries.  Similarly, smaller 

retailers will need to adapt and potentially innovate to keep pace.  As with all major changes, there will be 

winners and losers from this demand pattern change and the ability to scale e-commerce operations will play a 

major role in determining which side a company is on.
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3. Companies are protecting and optimizing cash flow, attempting to sell inventory 

4. Service levels dropping due to production and distribution challenges

Many businesses have seen their revenue slashed heavily. Restaurants, hotels, airports, entertainment sites, and 

shopping malls are suffering heavily from COVID-19. Even with government aid, they still must deal with huge 

uncertainties on how their business will evolve and if they will be able to survive. Cash has become very 

precious to ensure liquidity and survival and is being managed and administered with surgical precision. This is 

putting a huge burden on the consumer products industry.  

Many companies have responded with actions to mitigate their costs such as furloughing employees, tempora-

rily halting 401k match programs, and cutting executive and management pay 20-30%. All these actions are an 

attempt to preserve cash and maintain their talent on the payroll. Companies are also extending and prioritizing 

their account payables, reducing their inventory where possible, and delaying any new product introduction to 

minimize their expenses. Companies find themselves in a difficult balance – they must maintain their ability to 

serve their customers to maintain revenue, retain their workforce to operate, but must protect and preserve 

their cash to survive.  

Fundamental changes are not only on the demand-side – operating conditions have also changed. Significantly 

higher volumes in one channel, product category, or line of business has generated scarcity of supplies and 

created capacity shortfalls in manufacturing. Many companies have taken measures to continue delivering 

volumes required by working overtime, shipping and delivering on weekends, and expediting supplies from 

distant geographies. While at the same time, some companies can de-expedite production lines which have 

minimal demand thus creating idle capacity.

Companies are implementing health and safety protection measures to reduce risk of infection. In some cases, 

premium pay (or hazard pay) is used to incentivize employees to continue performing high-risk work to avoid a 

facility shut down. As a result of these operational difficulties, service levels have suffered, manufacturing costs 

are increasing, while productivity and results have decreased.

In the post COVID-19 era, supply chains have a greater 
weight in the company strategy

In mainstream media and society, supply chains have traditionally been an unsung hero, delivering product to consumers and stores 
without much consideration or recognition provided by anyone outside of the immediate supply chain industry. However, as a re-
sult of the chaos wreaked on supply chains due to the COVID-19 pandemic, supply chains are now front-page news, with politicians 
questioning and commenting on supply chain strategies at a national level. The strategic importance of supply chains is now more 
important and relevant than ever before.

When considering supply chains, we have decided to focus on five major categories, each with its own nuances and key points, that 
must be understood to appreciate how and why these supply chain focus areas are more relevant today post Covid era:    
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• Supply chains need to adapt quickly to address the   

 previously discussed trends which have come to   

 stay.

• The power and speed of the crisis has highlighted   

 the need for companies to react in record time.

• Having agile and highly demand-sensitive planning   

 processes (S&OP/IBP) is no longer a source of just   

 competitive advantage, it is now needed simply for   

 company survival. 

• Companies must be able to shift their resources   

 across their product portfolio as required – prioriti-  

 zing essential products, ensuring sourcing and   

 deliveries to customer, all with high sensitivity and   

 end-to-end communication concerning real-time   

 focus-shifts to the rest of the chain (suppliers,   

 plants, warehouses, carriers, among others). 

• It is essential to be able to have a flexible logistics   

 network configuration, which manages to balance   

 the benefits of logistics centralization with the   

 urgent need for proximity to demand to ensure   

 service level

• Many companies‘ sourcing strategy is based on   

 lowest cost – resulting in distant and complex supply  

 lead-times. The crisis has brought this sourcing   

 complexity into question.  

• Many companies are considering migrating to the   

 rapid development of local suppliers or substitutes in  

 order to ensure sourcing. It will be necessary for   

 company strategy to consider and evaluate near-  

 shoring strategies, weighing risks and benefits. 

• The impact of COVID-19 on global supply chains  

 has put paradigms under review, causing supply  

 chains to question things previously assumed as  

 understood. One operating philosophy in question  

 is that of extremely lean inventory levels, or even  

 pure crossdocking strategies.

• In critical stress situations such as those recently  

 experienced, the chain takes high risks or in many  

 cases breaks. Optimal inventory policies segmen- 

 ted by product families will need to be rethought.  

 Factors such as inventory deployment proximity  

 and product availability will be essential to  

 differentiate oneself to consumers.

• Relationships with carriers have, in many cases,   

 historically been regarded as a “cost“ to the supply   

 strategy. Those companies that invested time   

 developing strategic partnerships, have managed to   

 differentiate themselves by ensuring transportation   

 supply in these critical weeks. 

• It involves redefining route-to-market footprint   

 aligned with the commercial go-to-market strategy.

• Defining strategies for last mile distribution are   

 indispensable with the increasing concentration in   

 large cities. Where to locate the production and   

 logistics nodes, how many nodes to leverage, and   

 with which logistic strategy they should operate.

• These are times to develop collaborative schemes   

 and address win-win strategies with distribution   

 partners. Supporting and investing in long-term                 

 relationships grounded in the incorporation of   

 technology and continuous improvement. It is of no   

 use to have the best product, if it can`t reach the   

 customer on time. 

• In certain critical processes, such as order classifica-  

 tion, order preparation and product movement,   

 logistics-automation is becoming increasingly impor-  

 tant to ensure that companies have the capacity to   

 move product and meet expected service levels.  

• IT tools that enable the use of Big Data by capturing data available at the point-of-sale and market  

 intelligence level, connecting “online“ demand with supply. Tools to optimize delivery routes, online  

 tracking-systems, concepts such as 3D manufacturing, shared transport platforms, autonomous vehicles  

 are actually “present-future”. 

• The adoption of digitalization on the supply chain in the coming years is a fact. It will allow companies  

 to generate savings through lower operating costs, less lost sales, and optimal inventory management.

• Increasing demand volumes and operational complexity combined with reduced access costs to   

 technology lead to quicker payback periods. 



In the post COVID19 era, Supply Chains have a greater 
weight in the company strategy  

Centralization of logistics means efficiency Increased importance of local sourcing and proximity

Inventory stock considered a sign of poor planning

Cost-competitiveness realized by sourcing & supplying from 
countries with low labor costs

E-commerce is a still insignificant volume

Supply chain digitization has no clear business case

Automation has long paybacks

Supply Chain Risk Management is a topic only relevant for large 
multinational companies

Transportation contracting is seen as a commodity

Supply chain partner relationships are transactional

Planning based on forecast

Inventory stock is important to prevent disruptions

Long and complex supply chains are considered a risk

Before COVID-19 After COVID-19

E-commerce has grown significantly and will remain                      
a consumer-habit

Supply chain digitization is a strategic requirement

Automation reduces dependence on staff availability

Supply chains need to be more resilient in the face of adversity

Transportation contracting requires strong relationships

Migration towards collaborative relationships

Planning based on responsiveness

How to best approach your company’s supply chain with 
the uncertain financial outlook of the next 6-18 months

             Understanding your 
         cost drivers 

As previously discussed, there have been 

significant business shifts in demand and 

volume which most companies have not 

previously experienced. As a result of 

channel shifts (direct to consumer v. tra- 

ditional retail), the pressure on delivery 

and order fulfillment has increased.  

Operational shifts have created capaci-

ty-strained production lines, excess 

capacity elsewhere, unbalanced invento- 

ry deployment across the network, and 

service challenges. Due to these signifi-

cant changes, the common practice of 

comparing your costs to your budget or 

prior years is not detailed enough to 

make the correct decisions for moving 

forward. A cost deep-dive, with root 

cause analysis, into focused areas is the 

quickest and most efficient approach to 

truly understand your cost-drivers.

       

  Defining your 
  true capability 

The rise in e-commerce has shown that 

there is opportunity to be capitalized 

upon, even in the most uncertain markets.  

As companies pursue this channel, and 

ramp up capabilities sooner than they 

planned for, there will be ripple-effects 

causing inefficiencies across the rest of 

the supply chain. The inability to efficient-

ly ramp up capacity and understand 

trade-offs between items sharing the same 

capacity creates operational bottlenecks.  

Similarly, adding stress to your delivery 

and order processes with higher volumes 

and more frequent delivery requests can 

cause less than optimal routing, thus 

spiking your transportation costs. A  

robust review of your true capability at 

each node will help identify where 

bottlenecks, inefficiencies, and the 

greatest need of your attention exists.

2.

Assessing the reliability and 

capability of your suppliers is now 

a fundamental requirement. What 

was once assumed as understood 

is not so clear in the new normal.  

Long term and/or strategic 

relationships and having clearly 

defined performance agreements 

is becoming the new operating 

rules. A supply chain’s performan-

ce is only as good as the weakest 

link. Having strategic partners for 

your critical supplies and services 

is a must.

3.

1.

Supplier reliability                  
is crucial to reduce                  
your spot outages



How to best approach your company’s supply chain to 
thrive in the new reality?

New Reality

Urgency to understand and address cost 
drivers across supply chain as shifts in volume 
and demand continue

Significant segmentation in products and 
channels decrease efficiency and impact      
timely service

Outages and delays across supply chain   
causing disruption and spot shortages to 
customers

Supplier & logistics partner reliability is more 
important in challenging environment

1

2

3

4

Solution/ Approach

Perform end-to-end supply chain productivity 
review to identify improvements & cost 
reduction measures; prioritize opportunities 
with roadmap

Assess supply chain network nodes to manage 
surges or necessary ramp-downs in capability 
&/or capacity

Design & implement, or improve, S&OP 
practices.  Leverage digitalized supply chain for 
increase in agility & responsiveness

Perform strategic supplier review.  Redefine 
supplier/partner relationships to a more 
collaborative approach - win together

1
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3
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What initiatives should companies prioritize now to be 
well-positioned post-COVID?

OpEx
Reduction

Planning 
Environment 

Improve-
ments

Supply Chain 
Digitalization: 
Digital Twin 

Supply Chain 
Digitalization: 

A.I. & Deep 
Learning

Strategic 
Sourcing: 
Contract 
Review

Strategic 
Sourcing: 
Resilience   

Supply 
Chain 

automation



Can we help you? Contact us!

To reduce overall total cost, drive process and productivity improvements within the supply chain with a focus on 

eliminating non-value-add activities. For opportunities discovered, prioritize implementing those quick-win initiatives 

which have tangible OpEx reduction benefit with little investment. 

OpEx Reduction1

Planning and scheduling improvements, or initial process-implementations, is the tactical response to the COVID-19 

uncertainty for any company focused on cost, security, and agility. Uncertainty reemphasizes the necessity to focus on 

planning and scheduling processes which facilitate improved service levels and cost containment.  

Planning Environment Improvements

The complexity of logistics systems is a constant and on-going challenge in supply chain management. Having near-re-

al-time information at your fingertips and planning by means of scenario simulation is more important than ever with 

the uncertainty and fluidity of the current market.  The digital models and simulations are used to better understand 

complexities and decision making in a safe, virtual environment. This results in improved reliability and confidence in de-

cisions.  

Supply Chain Digitalization: Digital Twin 

Due to continually increasing uncertainty and a larger amount of data availability than ever before, leveraging Artificial 

Intelligence applications will take supply chains from reactionary survival to thriving in the long term.  Although a more 

longer-term journey for companies to implement AI capabilities, it is nonetheless more frequently being applied to 

traditional supply chain disciplines such as inventory management and sales forecasting, for example. AI, and more 

specifically, Deep Learning, enable optimized inventory levels, higher service levels, and faster identification and 

mitigation of supply chains risks.  

With times of uncertainty comes increased stress and significance on contracts. Contract reviews identify potential 

issues, be it with your suppliers or customers before they occur. Reviewing the agreed upon terms, language, and metrics 

will help ensure operations are functioning as they are contractually expected and therefore protecting your organizati-

on. A deep review of the contracts, processes, and performances will highlight discrepancies and service-risks and enable 

proactive risk mitigation.  

With supply chains at risk of having supply disrupted due to limitations on product flowing across geographies, trade 

tariffs, or critical suppliers temporarily (or permanently) shutting down, the securitization of supply is imperative to 

ensuring your business continues to run. Near or On-Shoring may be part of the new normal for supply chains to support 

local demand in country. Diversification of supply is a necessary risk-mitigation strategy. A comprehensive material 

supply assessment and resilience is critical to ensuring your supply chain is able to continue serving your customers in 

uncertain times.  

2

3

Supply Chain Digitalization: A.I. & Deep Learning4

Strategic Sourcing: Contract Review5

Strategic Sourcing: Resilience   6

Supply Chain Automation7

To avoid dependency on labor availability during potential future disruptions and also to reduce costs, supply chain 

process should be digitalized and automated. Not only physical processes like order picking but also administrative 

processes like transportation management, warehouse management or order to cash processes.
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